Below described historical analysis is intended to provide a generic overview of how the notions of women and men were interpreted according to the stereotypes based on revelations of public thinkers; how these typologically formulated into stereotypes. And to what extent these are still present in public and private communication spaces. The hierarchical gender relationships are analyzed through texts, with critical approach towards the medium.
METHODOLOGY
The subject matter of the discussion required a careful choice of the correct methodology for the analysis of the historical background. The method that arose in the 1990's for the investigation of the mechanisms that created and sustained stereotypes seemed adequate at first, but preliminary studies of the discourses proved that the influence of the androcentric approach that penetrated the history of womankind is so strong even nowadays, that it should definitely be dealt with a critical approach. As a result, I focused on the assumption of above detailed critical discourse analysis, that the CDA evaluates the texts in the broader context of power relations (dominance, inequality, social background). 3 Feminist discourse analyses focus mostly on the language critical position of the already established power relations (eg. deficit-dominance-difference), neglecting the historical reasons for their development (Lakoff, Tannen, Fishman) . This phase of the analysis is thus consistently aiming the introduction of a socio-philosophical and communication-oriented perspective.
THE ANALYSIS
I conducted a detailed investigation of the ancient conditions, especially the transition from matriarchy to patriarchy, when the classic elements of gender stereotypes were formed. Regarding matriarchy, I used the conclusions of ethnographic, anthropologic and art history researches as references, complemented with contemporary descriptions of the social structures of still existing matriarchal societies (eg. Morgan, Blackwood). Conclusions of more modern thinkers were discussed according to certain periods of feminism and their critical analysis (eg. first medieval rebels as the first feminist, the 1980's and the double standard of sexual morality, etc…).
Present phase of the analysis aims to describe the discursive fields that developed around such revelations, in other words, who wrote what and why, and how these influenced genders, especially the adjudication of women. My goal was to present the relevant characteristics of the eras when the revelations were said or written. Conclusions are included in the interpretation phase of the discourses.
The historical analysis was expected to clarify what stereotypes formed the notions of women and men based on the revelations of public thinkers, how these typologically formulated into stereotypes, and to what extent these are still present in public and private communication spaces. These were later investigated from the aspect of analyzing language stereotypes.
FROM MATRIARCHY TO PATRIARCHY
When comparing matriarchy and the later established patriarchy, it is essential to evaluate the aspect of power, especially that of proprietorship. The historical partition of the ancient matriarchal social order happened presumably in the era of the Greek polis society, supposedly due to the deterioration of above mentioned values. 4 The introduction of primogeniture initiated the patriarchal, paternal (Sun) era with unconditional male dominance that is identified as the foundation of modern civilization. Matriarchy was destroyed by the ideal state as defined by Plato. Critiques of his work were later evaluated by a contemporary pro-matriarchy researcher (Grandpierre) as follows: Plato suggested getting the job done in smaller communities. He ordered the apportionment of goods, so that the codependence of the people in the community would result in an enhanced moral of cooperation; such as the different organs of the body, the community is also functioning as one organic unit. This concept resembled in many respects to matriarchy; however, at this point without involving the ultimate goal of power -that is prosperity. With time, the community would grow bigger, and Plato also had to be more realistic:
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"(…) But if you wish also to see a State at fever-heat, I have no objection. For I suspect that many will not be satisfied with the simpler way of life. They will be for adding sofas,
4The Etruscan society was matriarchal and exogenous;the right of successiondid not belong to male ascendants. With the death of Tarquinius; however, the notions of land-and private ownership, family and patriarchy slowly penetrated into society.Women in the Roman Empire had a more difficult situation than in greek societies: they were subordinate to wealth, considered as "means" for gaining and trading properties, without any protection from family rights, unable to take part in public affairs to vindicate their rights. As he wanted to put an end to uneven acquisition of power and wealth, he also detailed the egalitarian adjudication of women and men. Unlike the dominant stereotypes of posterior patriarchal systems, he positioned women as being more or less equal to men. Though there is no significant differentiation between male and female features in his patriarchal republic-theory, Plato considered equality within the frames of economic rationality (eg. guards). In his opinion, removing one half of the community from common duties was not beneficial, moreover, as active members of the community, it was not sufficient for women to do houseworks and parenting only. As a consequence, he asked the question that seems so familiar: Is it good and beneficial to involve women into governmental duties: Aristotle and gender hierarchy
The dissolution of matriarchy was followed by the polis society, where Plato did not doubt the equality of women and men -he even considered the interchange of gender roles (eg. parenting) as a possible. Though the ideas of matriarchy were wanly present in his discourse, with time, students were less and less likely to follow the ideology of the precious order. As the hierarchy of intellect and emotions got widespread, the leader/man/intellect concept became superior to the artificially downgraded desire/woman/emotion stereotype. (Theoretical identification of women and men, the endeavor towards gender equality only appeared in the XIX-XX. century again.)
Plato's student, Aristotle; however, followed a more radical path regarding the questions of men and women -he openly opposed, for instance, the female-children related joint estate system as described in The Republic-and his gender paradigm evolved into a determining factor of European culture. Modern social gender relations most likely originate from this theory as well, implying that men should be active in the power-and wealth-oriented spheres, whereas women should remain servants in the background spheres. Below quoted discourses were publicly performed, having an inestimably negative effect on women, as rhetors' statements were widespread by pundits without any criticism from the audience. Most quotes are taken from Aristotle's work Politics. Aristotle's statements on genders were not as thorough and accurate as his spiritual heritage in all other fields. Male dominance was assumed a priory, and his experience justifying its premises were published without contraindications. The universality of such theories had never been doubted throughout the following centuries either. When describing social order, he claimed: republic is a community or association of men and women, citizens and servants, whose relationship is at all levels mutual; however, a qualitybased distinction must be made.
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"Again, the male is by nature superior, and the female inferior; and the one rules, and the other is ruled; this principle, of necessity, extends to all mankind.
Where then there is such a difference as that between soul and body, or between men and animals (as in the case of those whose business is to use their body, and who can do nothing better), the lower sort are by nature slaves, and it is better for them as for all inferiors that they should be under the rule of a master."
Aristotle took the subordinate status of women as a kind of natural hierarchy, thus excluding female vindication from politics. According to his theory, men and woman cannot be equal due to their original nature that is a natural born essence. Guidance over women was a political need, and in his view, this division supported and promoted social functionality. He made; however, a distinction between guidance over women and that of over children. Latter was considered superior to the other, for its lovefulness and the justifying power of the elderly (parent). This later lead to the essentialist theory that differentiated between female and male brains: the male intellect-female emotions, and the virtue-sin as exclusive binary gender oppositions. 10 Aristotle made a distinction regarding morals as well:
"...the temperance of a man and of a woman, or the courage and justice of a man and of a woman, are not, as Socrates maintained, the same; the courage of a man is shown in commanding, of a woman in obeying."11
The creation of the man-woman contradistinction and the description of their hierarchical relationship were also based on these thoughts, that later became the doctrine for feminist criticism.
12 The abstraction of the contradictory oppositions, such as body and mind, form and material, good and bad, valuable and worthless, light and dark, all became fundaments of male-female relationship-system as positive or negative categories, formulating a determining logos of gender interactions. All this was completed by the essentialist statement that: "For although there may be exceptions to the order of nature, the male is by nature fitter for command than the female (…)".
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The so established social gender order was taken as a universal axiom. Aristotle: From a female point of view, the so constituted gender hierarchy can be interpreted as a polarized hierarchical system, such as aristocracy, where a chosen group of people rules over the other group. In case of gender aristocracy -unlike in case of the limited number of members in the classical aristocracy -the number of rulers more or less equals to that of the subordinates (men and women). The idea, that the constitutional dependency, subordination and infantilization of women served common wealth, was used as justification, though being contradictory to the fundamentals of the actual paradigm, democracy. Aristotle explains:
"It must not be assumed, as some are fond of saying, that democracy is simply that form of government in which the greater number are sovereign, (…) Therefore we should rather say that democracy is the form of government in which the free are rulers,"15
Socrates was more permissive than Aristotle when dealing with male-female virtues. In his discourse, the difference between the virtues of men and women are only proportional and not qualitative. His milder opinion was supported by the fact that he was willing to give wome the right to participate at public meals, a privilege of those in power. Aristotle; however, opposed all privileges and ideas in connection with equality, for that would lead to an overly familiarized state. He continued to hold on to his idea, that women are "the most unholy and the most savage of animals, and the most full of lust and gluttony." 16 10 The concepts of man and woman were originally created to record the different physical features according to the distinctive primary and secondary biological gender features. As a result, when discussing social gender roles, the notions of eg.male and female duties originally carried an entirely different, complex background meaning. This assumption implies numerous dilemmas, eg: if, according to the stereotype, male duties are more valuable than female jobs, the quality of the worker becomes limited, creating a power hierarchy without considering skills and real results. Docekal, 2006: 175-184 11 Same resource, Book II. 12 Aristotle: same resource and Aristotle -Metaphysics. Nagl -Docekal, 2006: 175-195 13 Aristotle, Book I. Section 9b 14 Book III. Section 4a. 15 Same resource, Book IV. k. section 4 16 Same resource.
The History of Women by Men I: On the Phylogenetic Background of Gender Stereotypes
Male-centered mentality got widespread and stabilized. Aristotle explained the occurrence of the seldom and moderate rebellions of women in the background as follows: In his understanding, dissatisfaction and discordance are results of the endeavor for profit and prestige, which implies, to some extent, either gaining more or preserving the existing powers. All disagreement issues in aristocracy are consequences of the dissatisfaction of the parties displaced from ruling powers, when receiving an important leading function remains the privilege of the top few of the ones that have the aptitude. After a while, the constitution amends in favor of the ones who demand change, so the rebels finally reach their goals. Such a result; however, cannot be a triumph for women, as Aristotle described an eventual female authority as an extremity of democracy:
" 
IN SUMMA
The adjudication of matriarchy is rather ambivalent. In spite of contemporary states with similar social structures, its existence is only dealt with in connection with matrilineal succession. In the so called classic matriarchy, power and authority belong to women. Their privileged position is an automatic and practically present structure, forming a solid base for subsistence and race preservation. Matriarchy in ancient and modern times is described as a hierarchical formula without an aggressive executive force, not dominated by violence and forceful collection of material goods. A society, where crime and abuse are unknown notions, there are no state institutions for authority enforcement and no central religious organizations.
According to patriarchal principles, the idea of a non-male master or leader has been considered as heresy in both public-and private life. From the aspect of gender relations, ever since the dissolution of matriarchy, potent candidates for above mentioned virtues (requirements) could exclusively be men. The terminology of men or people referred only for the male, women and mothers, who did play a significant role in the creation of the nation, were excluded. Women and children were ranked as property items of the men.
